
Our Scope
Fortis' PCI DSS Assessment is customized to fit your organization’s specific size and 
capabilities. Our goal is to not only help you achieve and maintain complacency, but 
also review collected policies and procedures and identify areas of improvement 
and/or compliance concerns. Topics our assessment will include: 

It is critical that your employees and business data remains safe. Recognizing that protecting your 
Information digitally and focusing on physical security in your business are equally important. The importance 
of PCI DSS is to protect card data from hackers and thieves. By following the PCI DSS standard, you can keep 
your data secure, avoid costly breaches, as well as protect your employees and customers. 

PCI DSS Assessment
The Importance of PCI DSS

Overview
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) was developed to encourage the 
enhancement of cardholder data security and facilitate the broad adoption of consistent data security 
measures around the globe. It provides a baseline of technical and operational requirements designed to 
keep account data safe. PCI DSS applies to all entities involved in payment card processing—including 
merchants, processors, acquirers, issuers, and service providers. It also applies to all other entities that 
store, process, or transmit cardholder data (CHD) and/or sensitive authentication data (SAD).

Our Methods 
Fortis helps identify any gaps between your current PCI DSS approach and those defined by NIST, 
Payment Card Industry (PCI) and the Data Security Standard. Cybersecurity policies and procedures will be 
reviewed and compared to industry-best practices to identify any potential compliance or audit exposure 
for the organization

• Build and Maintain Secure Networks
• Protect Cardholder Data
• Build and Maintain Vulnerability

Management Program

• Access Control Measures
• Monitor and Test Networks
• Maintain an Information Security Policy

Contact Fortis for a quote or more information about our  
PCI DSS Assessment Services! 
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Benefits Include:

Who We Are
Sentinel Technologies proudly presents Fortis: a comprehensive portfolio of security 
services and solutions designed to proactively protect every aspect of your digital and 
physical environment. Our goal is to ensure your organization has the most effective 
tools to defend its systems, data, and users against an ever-evolving threat landscape.

Fortis' PCI DSS assessment focuses on six key areas: Secure the Network, Monitor and Test Network, 
Cardholder Data, Vulnerability Management, Access Control, Maintain and Information Security Policy.

TheFortis by Sentinel Difference
PCI DSS Assessment Benefits 

• Create an environment to decrease the risk of security breaches

• Generate an atmosphere to protect merchants from online threats

• Improve confidence in your security posture

• Increase power in protecting merchants from fines

• Establish greater consumer trust and attract more business

• Develop a reputation for protecting a merchant’s Image and reputation

Certifications & Specializations
The Fortis team is comprised of more than 250 highly experienced and skilled security 
professionals with certifications from industry-leading vendors. They take time to learn 
about the specific needs of each customer in order to deliver streamlined, best-of-breed 
solutions in conjunction with a battalion of our innovative security partners.

Contact Fortis for a quote or more information about our  
PCI DSS Assessment Services!
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